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Abstract 
The Named data Networking (NDN) is a new 
approach for internet architecture on 
Content-Based Networking, Named Data 
Networking uses data, instead of IP or hosts, 
asa entity to send Data. Though, one of the 
most primary challenge is to support smart 
forwarding of Interests across multiple paths 
and at the same time allowing a name space 
which is absolute. To overcome this problem, 
this paper suggestanavaricious cluster-BEE 
Forwarding (GCBF) algorithm it is based 
onInternet Service Provider which is used to 
lower the content naming space. There are 
twokinds of BEEs in GCBF. One is Hello 
BEE that is used to get the all possible paths 
and optimize them; the other is Normal BEE 
that is used to get data and reinforce the 
optimization of the paths at the same time. 
The GCBF algorithm is a forwarding 
algorithm for Quality of Service awareness in 
the complex dynamic network. 
Keywords: Named data networking, Content 
Based Networking, BEE Colony 
Optimization, Quality of service, Multipath 
forwarding 
1. Introduction 
The Internet was formerly intended as a 
communication substrate sanctioning the data 
delivery among end-hostspairs. However, it now 
largely work for content-centric applications, 
e.g., Content Data Network [1] and Point-to-
point Network. The architecture of Internet has 

grown significantly as a content-centric model from 
host-centric communication model, e.g., YouTube, 
Facebook. (CCN) is a new networking architecture 
placedon content distribution instead of point-to-
point connectivity. This transformation from host-
based to content-based has many engaging benefits, 
like reduction of network load, low dissemination 
energy efficiency [4]and latency,. The Named data 
Networking (NDN) [3] is a paradigm of the CCN. 
Due to the fact today’s era is not but ready to assist 
an internet Measure deployment Diego and Matteo  
concluded that a NDN deployment is possible at a 
content material Distribution network (CDN) and 
ISP scale. NDN moves the address size from one 
thousand millionIPs to a minimum of one thousand 
billion data names that increase of routing state that 
can be stored at routers of content. There are 
generally two problems with routing (i) shrinking the 
routing table whereas permitting an limitless name 
space; and (ii) supporting smart forwarding of 
Interests over multiple paths. 
BEE Colony optimization (BCO) are based on the 
normal conduct of BEEs while finding out the 
shortest path between their nest and a few food 
supply. The BEEs interconnect indirectly by laying 
fragrancestraces and following traces with complex 
fragrances. Fragrances will find on the shortest path 
[7]. The BEE Colony is an simulatedcloud 
intelligence arrangement. Stutzle and Dorigo 
established the first BEE based algorithm that was 
referred to as BEE System [6]. it had been used to 
solve the travelling salesman problem (TSP), a well-
known NP-Hard problem [10][13]. BEENet [5] is 
one of the famous BCO centered routing protocols 
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presented by M. Dorigo and G. D. Caro for 
packet switching network. Laura, Matteo, and 
Gianluca[8] proposed a BCO algorithm that 
main goal at decrease complexity of the nodes 
by the cost of the optimality of the solution is it 
notably suitable for environments wherever 
quick communication establishment and 
minimum overheadfor signal are requested. 
ShashankShanbhag et al [9] bestowed 
SoCCeR—Services over Content-Based 
Routing. Soccer extends CCN with integrated 
support for service routing choices leverage 
BEE-colony optimization. 
 
On this paper, we present a QoS aware A 
Avaricious cluster-BEE Forwarding (GCBF) set 
of rules for NDN. We adopt the ISP-primarily 
based aggregation to reduce the issues due to the 
huge name space. In the contemporary internet, 
the massive a part of the famous contents is 
supplied by carrier company, e.G.Youtube, 
facebook. This technique reduces the 
Forwarding Information Base (FIB) table size 
considerably. 
 
We undertake the BEE Colony Optimization 
(BCO) algorithm as the strategy of forwarding 
for NDN to solve the Quality of Services 
problems. The main objectives consist of 
selecting performance metrics to rank interfaces, 
e.g. delay, cost, bandwidth, delay jitter; and (2) 
avoiding variabilitywhile holding good 
performance for data delivery. Forwarding 
policy is a key factor in NDN nodes that makes 
them more effective than their IP counterparts. 
NDN’s neighbor forwarding for multipath and 
its symmetric routing, data is sendback via the 
interest coursetraversing, inherently match the 
natural behavior of BEEs while finding for the 
shortest path among their food source and nest. 
 
2. Design 
2. 1 Node Design 
Based on Diego Perino and Matteo Varvello’s 
work, we understand that a NDN deployment is 
viable at a Content Distribution network (CDN) 
and ISP scale, while these days’ technology isn't 
yet prepared to help a web scale deployment [2].  
Especially challenge is given by means of the 
massive content naming space. 

 
We adopt the ISP-primarily based aggregation to 
solve the issues due to the large name space. 
According to the Cisco visible Networking Index 
2010, worldwide IP site visitors will quadruple every 
year until 2014 and approx. 55% of the overall net 
traffic can be video, and international cellular 
statistics visitors will double each year until 2014 and 
approx. 65% of the general cellular traffic can be 
video. In current net, a huge part of the popular facts 
is supplied at the provider platform. Even though 
there is a lot of information produced by way of the 
users, additionally they wBEE a platform to 
propagate their statistics. Accordingly, the nearer the 
interest packet is forwarded towards the Server, the 
more feasible it could be responded. 
 
This method  has  two  fundamental  additives:(a)  
facilitate  collection for hierarchical  provider- 
allotted names ;  and  (b)  a  service for mapping to  
map names selected by users  to provider- 
allotted names. For well suited with the modern 
internet, we can use the domain name for the main 
call of the hierarchical data call genuinely. 
 
Inside the FIB, the primary name of the hierarchical 
content names has the very best priority. We 
maintain the authentic routing techniques proposed 
in NDN, however, when there may be no space for 
storing the content name routing facts, the routing 
entry of the content material call that has the most 
hierarchical names could be deserted first of all.An 
example of the FIB table is illustrated by means of 
the Fig.1 (a). We exploit the inherent advantagesof 
NDN and expand it by means of BCO to gather this 
facts. We upload a few parameters that are utilized 
by BEE Colony Forwarding algorithm. The FIB 
table includes the content call, the associated faces, 
the corresponding fragrances values, final delay time 
and the quantity of matched times. 
 
Each hop hosts a FIB manage module that has the 
accountability to update the FIB table. In our 
thought, every node within the network acts 
autonomously and asynchronously 
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Figure 1. (a) An example of the FIB table; (b) An example of Hello Data 
BEE packet; (c)An example of the Normal Data BEE. 

2. 2 Overview of GCBF Progress 
We treat the whole packet within the NDN as 
anBEE which emerges within the pair of interest 
BEE and information BEE. There are two 
varieties of packets, and that they have unique 
behaviors. One is normal packet which is 
generated through consumers and is used to 
retrieve the records; the opposite is Hello packet 
that is generated by using routers and is used to 
collect the routing and forwarding data. The 
HelloBEE packet includes extra data than the 
NormalBEE packet. It incorporates the direction 
overhead, the minimum  
k the interfaces in the FIB by the facts contained 
inside Hello DataBEE. bandwidth, the round trip 
delay and hops of the entire path. To reduce the 
packet length and drop down the router 
operation time for the Normal BEE packet, the 
Normal BEE packet only consists of the path 
overhead. Fig. (b) 1 and (c) constitute the two 
varieties of the packets. 
 
Let us introduce the forwarding progress of the 
Hello packet firstly. The source node, typically 
is a router, generates the Hello interest packet in 

a set period. The node randomly chooses a content 
material name in the FIB table by way of roulette 
technique. The roulette wheel is constructed with the 
aid of the probability of the content name being 
matched. Once the content material call is chosen, 
the variety of BEEs is determined by way of the 
variety of forwarding interfaces inside the FIB. There 
are two particular instances: the first is that at the 
initial degree there may be no forwarding facts in the 
FIB for a new content name; the alternative is that 
the packet lost happenings those instances, the Hello 
interest BEE packet might be forwarded to all 
interfaces of the node. 
Whilst the middle node of the path receives a Hello 
Interest BEE, it will forward the packet to the one of 
interfaces in FIB probabilistically. The possibility of 
the interface being decided on is decided by the 
fragrances and the duration of queue for that 
interface. When the ISP node receives a Hello 
interest BEE, it's going to generate Hello DataBEE 
and calculate the parameters. E.G. The delay is 
calculated by plus the interface delay fee in the 
Neighbor link States table when. The node within the 
direction gets a Hello Data BEE, it will replace the 
fragrances values and ran 
Normal BEE packet is drove through the consumers. 
When a user makes an interest packet, the Normal 
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Interest BEE is generated. Normal Interest 
BEEisn't the same as the Hello interest BEE in 
the forwarding strategy. The node sends the 
Normal Interest BEE voraciously to the primary 
interface which has the highest fragrances in the 
FIB. The Normal InterestBEE packet will be 
forwarded to all interfaces that the node has only 
in the situation of that the FIB has no forwarding 
records for the data name. The Normal Data 
BEE only contains the delay parameters. While 
a node gets a Normal Data BEE, it'll update the 
different method for the fragrances values . 
2.3 Definition 
2. 4 Construction of the solution 
 
In this section, we talk about GCBF algorithm 
for dynamic NDN networks. InterestBEEs are 
dispatched from each supply node to all viable 
destination nodes inside the network throughout 

the BEE foraging segment (see functions BEE 
Generation () and interest BEE Forwarding () in set 
of rules 1). Data BEEs go back along the identical 
direction with the Interest BEEs however in reversed 
route. Data BEEs forwarding polices are certain by 
means of the function 4 in algorithm 1. While the 
node receives the DataBEEs, they will replace the 
corresponding fragrancess via the function 5. If there 
is no forwarding Data in the FIB table for content 
name ID, the node will generate the Hello Interest 
BEEs via the function 2. 
 
For the subsequent hop choice hassle, Hello Interest 
BEEs calculate the possibility of interface being 
selected for forwarding with the aid of the similar 
method proposed within the BEENet[5], even as the 
Normal Interest BEEs select the exceptional 
interface determined with the aid of the fragrances 
and current queue length of that. 
 

 
Algorithm 1. Avaricious cluster-BEE Forwarding Algorithm for NDN 

 
1: Function:BEEGeneration()  

Repeat 
For each hop in the network 

do If the hopiis a router 
then  

Randomly select an ID from FIB table and runHelloBEEGeneration(ID) 
Else 

Generate some different Normal Interest 
BEEs, Send them by 
InterestBEEForwarding(ID) 

End if 
End for  
Increase the time by a time-step for BEEs’ 
generation until end of simulation 

 
2. Function HelloInterestBEEGeneration(ID) 

If the ID exists in the FIB of node i then     
 Forwad    

 
  

 Generate |   | Hello Interest BEEs for name 
ID 

   
     

  
the Hello Interest BEEs to each 
interface j, j    

Else Broadcst Hello Interest BEEs    
End 
If        

3. Function InterestBEEForwarding(ID)     
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If the ID exists in the FIB then  
 

 
 Else     
 If the packet is Normal Interest BEE then   

 

 

  
Forword the Normal Interest BEE to the best 
interface j, j 

 Else End if    

  
Forword the Hello Interest BEE to a randomly selected 
interface j, j 

Broadcast the Normal Interest BEEs and execute HelloInterestBEEGeneration(ID)  
End if 

 
4. Function: DataBEEForwarding(ID)  

If the hop is a middle hop of path then  
Update the information of data BEE and forward the packet to the packet 
coming interface Update the j by the equation (6) and (7), update the other 
interfaces by equation (8)  

End if 
 

5. Function: HelloDataBEEReceive()  
If it is the initial stage then  

Wait until All possible Data packet returned 
Update the corresponding fragrances by the equation (5) 

Else 
Wait until All possible Data packet returned  
Update the corresponding fragrances by the equation (9) 

 
End if 

 
 
2.5 Fragrances Update 
After the construction of all solutions, the 
fragrances update is performed according to the 
specified algorithm. 
3. Evaluations 
So one can examine the effectiveness of our 
algorithm to growth the usability of NDN, we 
are building the simulations that run at the 
ccnSim [11] simulator and the OMNET++ 
simulator [12].  
We examine the effectiveness of GCBF 
compared with authentic NDN wherein a router 
forwards the interests to all faces through which 
the Data is available. We put in force our method 
based totally at the ccnSim supply code. We run 
our simulation on an Intel middle 2 Duo CPU 
T9400 running at 2.53 GHz and 4 GB of 
memory. 
4. Conclusions 
On this paper we present aAAvaricious cluster-
BEE Forwarding (GCBF) algorithm for NDN 

network. GCBF algorithm makes use of two sorts of 
BEEs to finish the whole routing and forwarding 
optimization progress. The responsibility of Hello 
interest BEEs is routing and optimizing the direction 
for Normal Interest BEE packets. The Normal 
InterestBEEs fortify the optimization of the best of 
service aware path. The Normal Interstate BEEs 
undertake the grasping approach for subsequent hop 
choice but, the Hello InterestBEEs pick out the 
subsequent hop probabilistically for the functions 
that the modern-day network states can be up to date 
in time and the new path may be found. The GCBF 
set of rules adaptively reduces the impacts incited 
with the aid of the dynamic complex community, e.g. 
Link failure, network congestion and dynamic 
network topology. 
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